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ABOUT THE PROJECT

SOCIO/ECOLOGICAL
VALLEYS OF MARDIN

2019-2020
Fall
Semester
Graduation Project aims to discuss
the issues of Savur district of Mardin
at a landscape scale such as green
area
management;
production
and usage types; water and soil
management,
climate
change;
socio-cultural space productions
and socio-ecological systems in a
valley system that includes natural
green and blue systems.
In the region, there are multiple
landscape
features
such
as
Mardin-specific
structures,
socio-cultural production spaces
(terraces and courtyards) and
forms that are built in accordance
with the topography and built with
cultural memory, valley systems
shaped by topography which
contains a rich water and green
infrastructure. In this context, it is
expected to understand the valley
systems in and around Savur
and to successfully describe the
relationship between culture and
geography in the region.
In that case, students are expected
to analyze the historical, cultural,
ecological
and
economic
structures of the area, to examine
the geomorphological and social
and cultural changes of the valley
systems in the vicinity of Savur and
to bring socio-ecological spatial
suggestions to the region on the
landscape scale. In this sense, it is
expected that the proposals will
be created in a way to provide
solutions to the social and physical
changes experienced by the region
and to give reference to the existing
cultural values in line with the
socio-cultural and spatial studies
carried out within valley systems in
and around Mardin / Savur Region.

Mardin, which has been home to ancient civilizations with its 7,000-year history,
is one of the oldest cities of Upper Mesopotamia that connects Anatolia to Syria.
The landscape formations in Mardin can be divided into three groups: hilly and
mountainous lands, platos, and large plains. Mountains are mostly over 1000m high
and they work as a landscape threshold in the area. Due to this change in the land, the
vegetation cover and plant diversity changes.
The Savur urban fabric consists of a residential area between two hills. The streets,
bazaars, squares, social and public buildings, mansions and houses formed according
to the topography present the original values of the traditional settlement. Climate
and topography have been the most important factors in the development of the
settlement pattern and in reaching its traditional texture today. In this sense, the locals
shaped the traditional Mardin’s houses using their cultural background of building
use styles.
The social structure of the Savur district is based on tribal organization. Geographical,
economic, political and social factors have played a role in the emergence of this
organization, which dates back to centuries. In the region, tribe means the first and
most important community in tribal organization and is used instead of large family.
in the land, the vegetation cover and plant diversity changes.
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JURY
Core Jury Members

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ebru Erbaş
Gürler

Assist. Prof. Dr. Melih Bozkurt

Other Jury Members

Prof. Dr. Azime Tezer

Dr. Meliz Akyol Alay

Guest Jury Members

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yüksel
Demir

Lands.Arch. Cemil Aktaş

Reporters

Res. Assist. Çisem Demirel
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Res. Assist. Arzu Güler
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The Savur urban fabric consists of a residential area between two hills. The streets, bazaars, squares, social
and public buildings, mansions and houses formed according to the topography present the original
values of the traditional settlement. Climate and topography have been the most important factors in the
development of the settlement pattern and in reaching its traditional texture today. In this sense, the locals
shaped the traditional Mardin’s houses using their cultural background of building use styles.

SOCIO

The social structure of the Savur district is based on tribal organization. Geographical, economic, political
and social factors have played a role in the emergence of this organization, which dates back to centuries.
In the region, tribe means the first and most important community in tribal organization and is used instead
of large family in the land, the vegetation cover and plant diversity changes.

City of Savur

Dereiçi Village

Dereiçi Village
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ECOLOGICAL
VALUES
The landscape formations in Mardin can be divided into
three groups: hilly and mountainous lands, platos, and
large plains. Mountains are mostly over 1000m high and
they work as a landscape threshold in the area. Due to this
change in the land, the vegetation cover and plant diversity
changes. Commonly, steppe and dry forests (Quercus sp.)
are dominant vegetation cover in Mardin. Most plants and
astragalus species dry in June. Mardin is rich in terms of
agricultural products such as wheat and legumes. Hence,
common steppe plants are visible in the study area such as;
Gramineae (grains), Triticum baeoticum, T. dicoccoides, T.
durum, T. aestivum (Native wheats) legumes such as Lens.,
Lathyrus, pea, trefoil, and Alfalfa are located in the study
area. Astragalus communities are dominant as grasses.
Cicier sp. (chickpea), Lens sp. (lentil), Lathyrus (vetch),
Vicia, Pisum sp., Onobrychis sp., Medicago sp, Trigonella sp.,
Trifolium sp.. (Çelik, and Gülersoy, 2014). These plants are
native steppe plants while some of them are endemic species.
The main animal species living in Savur district are as
follows: Wild Rabbit, Island Rabbit, Marten “sansar”, Wild
Boar, Jackal, Fox, Hyena, Wild Goat, Wolf, Bear, Badger,
Weasel, Anadol Squirrel.

City of Savur
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SITE VISIT

STUDIO PROCESS

City of Dara

City of Dara
Dereiçi Village
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JURIES
The general framework of the documents required for the jury sessions is defined as follows; depending on the scope and qualities
of the solutions to be proposed, each student may also be required to present information and images of different scales and
content. These requests will be forwarded to the student by the jury members in the intermediate juries.
Within the scope of the project, the students are responsible of determining the scale and limits of their project . Regardless of their
representations, students are free to use different scales and expression techniques for the content of their project. It is preferred to
prepare presentations as Powerpoint, if they intended to use computer projections.

First Jury: Conceptual Borders and Components of Mardin Province
In the first jury, the student is expected to understand the socio-ecological characteristics of the valley systems in and around
Mardin, and analyze the landscape components accordingly to produce a conceptual project within their own socio-ecological
boundaries and scales.

Second Jury: Preliminary Project / Designing the Socio-Ecologıcal Valleys of Mardın
A previous master plan should be improved with considering critics of the first jury. Project borders and scale will be specified by
the student based on the concept and critics of the first jury.
•
Analyzes of the selected boundaries and components that will prepare the main components of the masterplan
•
Preliminary project of selected area (limits and scale will be determined according to individual choices)

Thırd Jury: Implementation Project / Detailing The Socio-Ecologıcal Valleys of Mardin
Implementation project of selected area (borders and scale will be determined according to individual choices)
•
A landscape design and planting design project that includes constructional details and surfacing/levelling solutions and
improved with considering critics of the first jury (showing plant species, sizes, quantities, standards and positions,
constructional, planting and implementation solutions and details) Project borders and scale will be specified by the student
based on the concept and critics of the first jury.
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Graduation Project Final Jury and submissions
Landscape design project prepared for all required scales and details (Analyses, landscape system proposal, masterplan,
preliminary project, implementation project, planting design details, sizes, quantities, standards and positions, constructional,
planting and implementation solutions and details)
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ıntersectıon

GRADUATION PROJECTS

Gİzem aluçlu
When we look to Savur throughout
the years, it is so open to see that
there is a dramatic collapse in many
aspects of life, which are tied to
each other . These are feeding

Firstly, there is a drainage problem which is human failure

and making bigger each other. At

giving ise to water absence, water absence giving rise to fall

first, there is a huge water problem

down of the agriculture, It leads to jobless, and finally there

that ruining every person’s life in

is becoming immigration at the end of this process. Many

the region. Since many family was

people are hopeless in the area and not pleasent with the

earning their life by the agriculture,

state of the affairs. They are waiting for a help to develop the

the only one revenue source of the

Savur, especially from the state. The young generation of the

region was dead by the absence of

region is complaining about the absence of any industrial

the water. Although the dwellers are

attempt or development. Since almost the whole life is based

complaining

decrease

on agriculture, there is any other sectoral activity in the area.

snowfall,

A young man from Savur says that ‘’There should be Factıries,

actually it is not only due to the

plants, or facilities in Savur, There is nothing here, so manies

in

about

precipitation

the
and

prefer going to an another city to be able to earn their life.
Ehebefaudet egilla viristium nihi, fat, consum tuam pos comnit;
ego vis. Otiquondi, Casto comacre comportastri efactor
ehebatim hos hinihicis? O tu morum, quidest ebunt.
Bitam Patu sesta, occhilnes testiquam P. Pernimi libutum
tatiaet? Is aucioctum hostiam et vas Ad re, qui perebemus
audesi senam atortervitim ut grachuitam molicot ieroporari
publius sum, no. Gilicis.
Sim pri inatuusatus consul host nos Cupimillerum imihilibus
se ninatur bisqua se con ad proximi ssentia iam pres estimili
inprae tenterv ilibus cae conosterfin tum dem Rommovi licus,
co inatisulatis habis. et fachuci onlocris. Valin tabus tem ves
hortero verfec tus efac teritus, quo nonimuscem finum in rem
defaciendum publis in tem, vendam et ac mis,
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about poorness in many aspects, this
project can make them

satisfied by

the rich program it has. By the way of
recovering Savur, it touches a lot in the
region such as women, children, streets,
job etc. While many people are so
pleased with this news, one question is
coming to everyone’s mind: Can it
Instead

of

re-designing

the

current

water resources, it is ratherly about the
managment of the precipitation and
the climatic conditions. Although the
decrease in the precipitation, run off
water is still having a high potential for
the region. Due to the slope, the water
cannot be utlizied and all of them go
down the drain. By this way, this potential
can be used for region in different ways
to heal the different problems. It is
evolving from being run off to a source
of life. Being a source of life giving the
agriculture life and it is becoming a
revitalization, healing the other following
social, economical problems. Imis los et
qua nos, quidit, cem nonihic verit; neris,
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Firstly, there is a drainage problem
which is human failure giving ise to
water absence, water absence giving
rise to fall down of the agriculture, It
leads to jobless, and finally there is
becoming immigration at the end of
this process. Many people are hopeless
in the area and not pleasent with the
state of the affairs. They are waiting for
a help to develop the Savur, especially
from the state.

The young generation

of the region is complaining about the
absence of any industrial attempt or
development. Since almost the whole
life is based on agriculture, there is any
other sectoral activity in the area. A
young man from Savur says that ‘’There
should be Factıries, plants, or facilities in
Savur, There is nothing here, so manies
prefer going to an another city to be able
to earn their life. Batilissilin dit. Iqua mo
C. more con sis bon detraec mortemum,
nostilicam ad C. Graris.
Publin din diis ia moris vides Cat L.
Pimilis simius et vid re, quam oratus,
ta, se coereo pote poerimis porehem
ducis Catus oc, vidi, con diena ressum
publica torbis locupim usquidees ne ta
potem nonsilia cre vere consupplices
noribuspere, quam cone conesili sulto
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While everybody waiting for a magic to
go back to the good and beautiful days
of Savur, an announcement was made
by the Savur Municipility about the
retreatment of water. According to the
authorities, it is not only a retreatment
project, but also includes environmental
planning

by

refunctioning

the

order

of the way of living. It puts the water in
the center of the process and arranges
everything

according

to

it.

Beside

arranging, it also creates new things
for Savur.
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For the people complaining
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OASİS
BERNA YAYLALI
gradution project
OASIS is the combination of a
human settlement and a cultivated
area in a desert or semi-desert
environment. Oasis also provide
habitat for animals and spontaneous
plants. It can be found fresh water,
shelter(shadow area), biodiversity,
and high quality soil. According to
climate change conditions, Savur
and
close environment means
valley system has and will have
drought conditions. When Oasis
strategy is proposed, people can
found its characteristics in this zone.
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Savur has a unique landscape, is surrounded by a valley system, and its historical
and cultural values are based on a very historical place. The laundries, pavilions,
fountains, groves, churches, mosques, castle, abbara and ruin house textures in it have
preserved the life style to the present day. Due to changing climatic conditions, it is
having difficulties in preserving its memory with the change of agriculture-dependent
economy and migration of young population. In fact, it has the instinct of protection
with tribal tradition, and environmental conditions challenge this social infrastructure.
Savur River, which passes through Savur and
its immediate surroundings, has an economic
infrastructure where agriculture, poplar
farming, viticulture and winemaking are at
the forefront. Its agricultural value is based
on Mesopotamian time and even the route of
the historical Silk Road passes close by. People
are engaged in both dry farming and irrigated
farming.
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Suggestions, touristic routes and activities were determined and hiking routes, activity suggestions were planned.Modules are check dams +
underground water tanks, agrovoltaism + water energy,eco picnic with local food + winery and wine testing tour,co-productive gardens with
children and women,historical places tour,bazaar,vine selling,bird migration + observation,fresh water + shelter + sitting,reforestation with
natural species ,mulberry orchard, plant hanger: oak reforestation.
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As a result, modules which are suitable for
climate change and will strengthen the
social-economic structure with ecological
solutions have been proposed. Agriculture is
expected to be supported by tourism while
improving its economic infrastructure. Savur,
adapting to climate change and developing,
producing and producing by protecting
the lifestyle in alternative systems.Savur's
historical and socio-ecological infrastructure
has been emphasized by proposing water
saving, productive production using natural
resources, biodiversity decreasing due to
climate change, afforestation with natural
species, contributing to viticulture and
winemaking and commercial contribution
and offering labor.
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NICHES OF SAVUR
BENGİ SU DOĞRU
gradution project
The main aim of the project is to
emphasize these niches and find a
better way to deal with the current
condition. In Savur economic
concerns, government policies,laws
and regulations are frustrate
farmers. Also the implementations
of agricultural companies prevent
farmers to transfer their knowledge
to other farmers or other generations
and even yield their field. When
all these facts are combined with
drought and global warming, farmers
are alienated from nature and lose
their vast knowledge about how to
yield. In these circumstances a new
way of peasantry model should be
created so that the relation with
nature and farmer established again.
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When we look at the history of Mardin, it was located in ‘’fertile crescent area’’ together
with mesopotamia. One of the most fertile lands in this area. In this atmosphere Mardin
needs to revive its agricultural legacy and loss of knowledge should be removed with the
‘’New Peasantry’’ additionally with in situ water collecting system and landart. As a part of
Mesopotamia and Fertile Crescent Mardin has a collective memory in terms of agriculture.
Today this is almost lose its significance. So in this circumstances agriculture practised
properly in this fertile land. Wheat domestication is originated from Anatolia and Mardin was
a part of that.
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Intercroping defined as growing two or
more crop types on one field. It reduces
the damage by pests, diseases and weeds.
Intercropping methods enhance the relation
and biodiversity between animals and
plants. After deciding which crops to grow
in Mardin, pest of every crop, predators of
this pests and host plants for these predators
are determined. Planted crops are chosen by
considering these relations between crop,
pest and predator.Cover crops are crops
to provide ground cover, protect soil and
increase soil organic matter grown outside
of the normal growing season.
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In spring,silent village Dereiçi will be host vippasana yoga camp. Max 15-20 people will spend 1-2 weeks in the village. Participants are not
allowed to talk during the day. Every individual spent time by her/his own. There are meditation classes every day together.In this situation
focal points in Dereiçi are considered as spaces for spent time alone with a nice atmosphere. Focal points are designated as locations that have
nice vistas of dykes in the north. So that viewer in the village can notice the landart made out of dykes. In every focal point there are units for
doing yoga, feeling the surrounding area, thinking and reading. In addition dykes in the northern part of Dereiçi will be also reachable with
pathways. Participants are allowed to explore the every corner of the village on their exploration of Vippasana.In summer, local residents are
returning to the village. Units in focal points can be used by the farmers and residents too. There will be 4 small hut for yogis and yoginis in
the north of the roadway and 3 small squares in southern part of the village that connected to each other. Orientation is provided by trees
and supported by pavements.
Dykes are basically made out of natural stone. Joints of the dykes are mixed with luminous pigments and colored pigments. In the night the
atmosphere of the village will be attractive with the effect of luminous dykes. After a certain time wind and external natural forces lead to
the accumulation of soil at the bottom of the dykes. The dyke system started to be a part of nature in time and work as a natural water table
booster.It provides continuity of agricultural activities in time.
In conclusion, in this project Savur is reconsidered with its agricultural legacy and a new socio-ecological model which is in harmony with
nature and human is created.
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